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Some Combinatorics of the Hypergeometric Seriest 
JACQUES LABELLE AND YEONG NAN YEHt 
Symmetry formulas for the classical hypergeometric series 2 FI are proved combinatorially. The 
idea of the proofs is to find weighted combinatorial structures which form models for each side of 
the formula and to show how to go from the first to the second model by a 'weak isomorphism' 
(i.e. a sequence of isomorphisms, regroupings and degroupings of structures). This is then applied 
to the four 2 FI-families (Meixner. Krawtchouk, Meixner-Pollaczek and Jacobi) of hypergeometric 
orthogonal polynomials. We give three 'weakly isomorphic' models for each family and prove in a 
completely combinatorial way the 3-terms recurrences for these polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we describe several combinatorial models for 2 F,-hypergeometric polynomials 
[1] (Meixner, Krawtchouk, Meixner-Pollaczek and Jacobi polynomials) using T-structures 
('pairs of complementary permutations') and M-structures ('Meixner endofunctions' [8]). 
These models are 'combinatorially equivalent' because the symmetry identities for the 
classical hypergeometric series 2 F" which transforms one expression for the polynomial 
into another one, can be proved combinatorially. 
We use the models to prove the three terms recurrence formulas for these polynomials 
in a purely combinatorial way. 
NOTATION. [n] = {I, 2, ... ,n} and [0] = ¢; (a)" denotes the nsmg factorial 
a(a + 1) ... (a + n - 1); (a)o = 1; the classical hypergeometric series is 
[
a, b. ] _ OC! (a)"(b),, z" 
2 F, , z - L " 
c ,,~o (c)" n. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a ring. If (X, w) is a weighted finite set (with w: X ~ R the weight function) then 
the total weight of X is 
IX! = L {w(x)!x E X} E R 
(sometimes we will write !X!", to be more precise). 
Throughout the text we will sometimes use the language of species [11, 12, 13, 22] but a 
knowledge of species is not a prerequisite. Just recall that a 'weighted I-species' T, with 
weights in the ring R, associates to any finite set U a weighted finite set T[U] of so-called 
T-structures on U (the weight of t E T[U] is denoted w(t) E R) and to any bijection 
f: U ~ Va bijection T[f] : T[U] ~ T[V]. There is an (exponential) generating series for 
T: 
T(x) x" L !T[n]! , . 
,,;>0 n . 
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Weighted species can be added, multiplied, substituted and derived in such a way that these 
operations correspond to the same operation between generating series. Two weighted 
species are equipotent if they have the same generating series: they are isomorphic (a much 
stronger condition) if they are 'combinatorially the same' (see [11, 13] for the precise 
definition). 
By a 'combinatorial model' for a family, (Pn)n;>O, of polynomials we mean a weighted 
I-species T such that IT[U]I = Pn (or anPn for some constants an) if lUI = n. Two such 
models are said to be 'weakly isomorphic' (stronger than equipotent but weaker than 
isomorphic) if one can pass the first to the second structures by 'bijections' and 'regroupings' 
of structures, i.e. if there is a sequence of isomorphisms and epimorphisms leading from the 
first weighted species to the second. 
3. T-AND M-STRUCTURES 
DEFINITION 1. Given a finite set U, let S[U] be the set of permutations of U. 
LEMMA l. Iffor (1 E S[U] we set w(a) = aCYC(u>, where cyc(a) is the number of cycles of 
a,thenwehaveIS[U]1 = (a)n iflUI = n. 
PROOF. See [7, 10, 15, 19]. 
DEFINITION 2. For two finite disjoint sets A and H, let the set of Laguerre configurations 
on (A, H) be: 
L[A, H] = {f: A ~ A + Hlfinjective}. 
LEMMA 2. Iffor f E L[A, H] we set w(f) = acyc(f), where cyc(f) is the number of cycles 
off, then we have 
IL[A, H]I = (a + J); 
PROOF. See [7, 10, 15, 19]. 
if IA I = i and IHI = j. 
DEFINITION 3. Let T[A, H] = S[A] x S[H] and M[A, H] = S[A] x L[H, A]. 
DEFINITION 4. For any finite set U, let 
T[U] = {(A, H, (1, r)IA u H = U, A n H = </>, (a, r) E T[A, Hn 
with w,(A, H, a, r) = rIAlsIBlucyc(u)vCYC(T) and 
M[U] = {(A, H, a,J)IA u H = U, A n H = </>, (a,J) E M[A, Hn 
with 
M[U] = {(A, H, a,J)IA u H = U, A n H = </>, (a,J) E M[A, Hn 
with w2(A, H, a,f) = riAl SIBI uCyc(u)vcyc(f) where r, s, u and v are formal variables and weights 
are in the ring Z[r, s, u, v]. 
In the following figures, U is the set of points, IA f HI represents an ordered partition (A, H) 
of U, and a, r andf are represented by their graph. The weight of a structure is the product 
of the weights of its constituents. 
REMARKS. (1) In [8], M-structures were called 'Meixner endofunctions'. 
(2) In the language of species, T and M are the I-species associated to the 2-species T and 
M respectively. 
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(3) In Section 5, T and M will be used as common models for Meixner, Krawtchouk, 
Meixner-Pollaczek and Jacobi polynomials by choosing specific values for r, s, u and v. 
When this is done, we write T(r, s; u, v) and M(r, s; u, v) for T and M respectively. 
Let Tn = IT[nll and Mn = IM[nll. Later, when specific values will be given to r, s, U and 
v, we will write Tn(r, s; u, v) and Mn(r, s; u, v) respectively for Tn and Mn. 
PROPOSITION 1. We have the following explicit expressions: 
Tn = I (~) (u);{v)/sj; 
I+J~n I 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
PROOF. Direct applications of Lemmas (3.1) and (3.2). 
PROPOSITIONS 2. We have the following generating functions: 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
PROOF. Recall that for any species P, an eP-structure on U is a partitIOn of U 
together with a P-structure on each of its classes, i.e. an 'assembly of P-structures'. 
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T 
M euC(rX L(sX)) • eVC(sX) , 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
where C, L and X are respectively the species of 'cyclic permutations', 'linear orders' and 
'singletons'. Since C(t) = -log(l - t) and L(t) = (l - t)-I, (3.3) and (3.4) follow. 
PROPOSITION 3. We have the following recurrence formulas: 
(ru + sv + (r + s)n)Tn - rs(u + v + n - l)nTn_1 ; 
M,,+, (ru + sv + (r + 2s)n)Mn - s(r + s)(v + n - l)nMn_, . 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
PROOF. Derive both sides of (3.3) (resp. (3.4», multiply by (I - rtHI - st) (resp. 
o - (r + s)t)(l - st», and equate coefficients of r+l. 
REMARK. A combinatorial proof of (3.7) will be given in Section 6. 
4. SYMMETRY FORMULAS FOR 2FI 
The object of this section is to prove combinatorially the following well known symmetry 
formulas (in the 'terminating case' where a is - n): 
[
a, c - b z ] (1 - z)-o. F . -- . 
2 I 'I ' c z -
(4.1) 
_{c_-.,--b_)n .2 F
J 
[ a, b ; 1 _ z]. 
(c)n a + b - c + 1 
(4.2) 
This will be applied in Section 5 to explain why 2 FJ-hypergeometric polynomials (such 
as Meixner, Krawtchouk, Meixner-Polloczek and Jacobi polynomials) have several 
combinatorially equivalent models. 
LEMMA 3. Let M = M( -1, 1; a, b); then 
Mn = (b)n· 2 F J [ -:' a; 1  (4.3) 
PROOF. Since 
(b)n . 2 F J [ -n~a; 1 ] 
this follows from (3.2). 
PROPOSITION 4. The following identity is combinatorially true: 
[ 
-n a ] (b)n ·2 F J b'; 1 = (b - a)n· (4.4) 
PROOF. In Fig. 3, every rectangle contains a typical structure on U = [n] whose weight 
is described under this rectangle. The maps $, t/I and X will now be described ($ is a 
bijection, and t/I and X are surjective maps which are used to 'regroup structures' in a nice 
way): 
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(/) is Foata's isomorphism (see [8, 17]) between 'Meixner endofunctions' and 'bicolored 
permutations' on U. It preserve weights, i.e. w, (a,f) = w2 ( (/)(a,f»; 
t/J is the forgetful epimorphism which 'forgets the coloring but separates mixed cycles (i.e. 
with at least one black vertex) from white cycles'; 
X is the forgetful epimorphism which 'forgets the separation'. 
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Both epimorphisms t/J and X (and obviously also (/) have the property that the weight of 
a structure is the total weight of its inverse image. If a E S[U] is a permutation (say with 
cyc(a) = k), then in rebuilding all the T-structures above a by X everyone of the k cycles 
of a can be put either on the left (with weight - a) or on the right (with weight b), so that: 
Ix-' (a)lwJ = (- a + b)k = w4 (a). 
Moreover, if c is an m-cycle then: 
Since, in rebuilding a bicolored cycle above c by X 0 t/J, we can make it completely white 
(of weight b) or mixed (of weight a) with i (1 :::; i :::; m) black points (each of weight - I), 
for a E S[U], if cyc(a) = k, then 
(b - a)k = w4(a) = Ix-' (a)I"'J = I(x 0 t/J)-'(a) IW2 = I(x 0 t/J 0 (/)-'(a)lwl' 
so that, using (4.3) for the last equality, 
[ 
-n, a ] (b - a)n = IS[U]lw4 = IM[U]lw, = (b)n· 2 F, b ; 1 . 
REMARK. Proposition 4 may· be written Mn( -I, 1; a, b) = (b - a)n. It is proved by 
showing that the two weighted species M( - 1, I; a, b) and Sb-a ('permutations with weight 
b - a on each cycle') are weakly isomorphic. 
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COROLLARY 1. We have: 
L (~) (x - i + l)i(Y + i)J. 
I+J~n I 
(4.5) 
REMARK. The binomial formula, Li+J~n (7)db J = (a + by, corresponds to: 
A 0 o B 
0 0 0 0 
0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 U 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 )0)0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
Points: a Points: b Points: a+b 
FIGURE 4. 
LEMMA 4. Given three finite mutually disjoint sets A, Band e there is a nice bijection 
L[A u B, e] ~ L[A, e] x L[B, A u e]. 
(Taking weights (with ex for each cycle) this corresponds to (ex + k)i+J = (ex + k)i 
(ex + k + i)J' where IAI = i,IBI = j and lei = k.) 
PROOF. See [19, Lemma 3.IJ. 
FIGURE 5. 
PROPOSITION 5. We have 
MA -z, I; b, c). (4.6) 
PROOF. Both sides are Li+J~n (7)(bHc + i)/ -zy. 
THEOREM I. The following formula is combinatorially true: 
2 F, [ - n,c b ; z ] = (1 - z Y . 2 F, [ - n, : - b; z ~ I 1 (4.7) 
PROOF. We will prove 
[ 
-n, c - b z ] (c)AI - zt . 2 F, c ; ~ (4.8) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
p 
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In what follows, the algebraic expression is the total weight of those structures on 
U, I U I = n, for which a typical one is described in the corresponding rectangle in Fig. 6: 
(a) (c)n(l - Z)"2 F, [ -n, C - b; ~ 1] = L (~) (c - b);(c + i)qZi(l - z)q 
C Z l+q~n 1 
by the remark below Corollary 1, 
L (~) (c - b);(c + i)qZi. L (~) (-z)j 
l+q~n 1 J+k~q ) 
by Lemma 4, 
L (~) (c - b)ii L (~) (-z)j(c + i)ic + i + Jh; 
i+q~n 1 j+k~q ) 
(b) 
(c) 
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by (4.5), 
REMARK. Theorem I (more precisely (4.8» may be written as 
Mn(z, I - z; c - b, c) = Mn( -z, I; b, c). (4.9) 
We proved it by showing that the two weighted species M(z, I - z; c - b, c) and 
M(-z, I; b, c) are weakly isomorphic. 
THEOREM II. The following formula is combinatorially true: 
(c)n . 2F) [ -n, b; z] = (c _ b)n . 2F) [ -n, b ; I - z]. (4.10) 
c -n+b-c+1 
PROOF. The proof is quite similar to the preceding one (see [18]). 
REMARK. Theorem II may be written 
Mn( -z, I; b, c) = Tn(l - z, I; b, c - b). (4.11 ) 
We prove it by showing that the two weighted species M( -z, I; b, c) and T(l - z, I; 
b, c - b) are weakly isomorphic. 
Note that Theorem II also follows from Theorem I and the following proposition. More 
precisely, (4.10) is obtained by applying (4.7) then (4.12) and then (4.7) again. 
PROPOSITION 6. We have 
= (a)n~' 2F) [ -n, b ; I/Z]' 
-n - a + I 
(4.12) 
PROOF. The left-hand side is 
while the right-hand side is 
Tn(l, z; b, a) = . L (~) (b);(a)jzj. 
I+J~n I 
5. ApPLICATION TO 2F) HYPERGEOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we will describe several combinatorial models for Meixner, Krawtchouk 
and Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials using T- and M-structures. Recall that these poly-
nomials are defined as follows [1, 3]: 
Hypergeometrie series 
DEFINITION 5. Meixner polynomials are 
mn(x; /3, c) = (/3)n· 2FI [ -n~ -x; I - lie 1 
Krawtehouk polynomials are (0 ~ n ~ N, p + q = I) 
Kn(x;p, N) = 2FI [ -~;x; lip 1 
Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials are 
pa(x' m) = eimp __ n. F . I (2a) [ - n, a + ix 
n ''t' , 2 I , 
n. 2a 
PROPOSITION 7. We have 
(a) mn(x; /3, c) 
(b) 
(c) 
Mn(l/c - I, I; -x, /3) 
Mn(l - I/c, I/c; /3 + x, /3) 
Tn (l Ic, I; -x, /3 + x); 
Mn(-IIP, I; -x, -N) 
Mn(llp, I - lip; x - N, - N) 
Tn(l - lip, I; -x, x - N); 
Mn(e- 2i", - I, I; a + ix, 2a) 
Mn(l - e- 2i"" e- 2i",; a - ix, 2a) 
Tn(e- 2i"" I; a + ix, a - ix). 
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(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
PROOF. In each case, the first equality comes from Proposition 5 and, the second and 
third equalities by applying (4.9) and (4.11) respectively to it. 
PROPOSITION 8. Writing mn = mn(x; /3, c), Kn = Kn(x; p, N) and Pn = Pna (x; cp), we 
have the following recurrences: 
cmn+1 = ((c - I)x + (c + I)n + c/3)mn - n(n + /3 - l)mn_ l ; (5.4) 
(N - n)p(Kn+1 - Kn) = nq(Kn - Kn_ l ) - xKn; (5.5) 
(n + l)Pn+1 = 2((n + a) cos cp + x sin cp)Pn - (n + 2a - I)Pn_ l • (5.6) 
PROOF. Apply (3.7) (or 3.8) to Proposition 7. 
REMARK. Since (3.7) will be proved combinatorially in Section 6, we have combinatorial 
proofs of these three recurrence formulas. 
DEFINITION 6. Jacobi polynomials are defined by 
p~o./ll(x) = (l +, lX)n 2FI [-n, 1 + IX + /3 + n; 1 -2 x] 
n. 1 + IX 
~ I (~) (1 + IX +i)il + IX + /3 + n)i (x -2 1 )i. (5.7) 
n. l+j~n I 
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PROPOSITION 9. We have 
n!P;o,P)(x) = Mn (x ~ I, I; I + IX + p + n, I + IX) 
(I-X I+x ) Mn -2-' -2-; -p - n, I + IX 
(
I + x ) Tn -2-' I; I + IX + p + n, - p - n . (5.8) 
PROOF. Same proof as Proposition 7. 
REMARK. These are 'ugly models' since the weight of some constituents in the structures 
depend on n. But they are combinatorially equivalent to the following 'nice model' due to 
Foata and Leroux [9]. Recall that for two disjoint finite sets A and B, we set: 
P[A, B] = L[A, B) x L[B, A]. 
Moreover, for a finite set U, 
P[U] = {(A, B,J, g)IA u B = U, A n B = 4>, (J, g) E P[A, Bn 
and 
w(A, B, J, g) = (x ~ 1)"4.1 (x ; I rl (1 + pyrc(f)(l + IX)"yc(g). 
PROPOSITION 10. We have IP[n]1 = n!P;O,P)(x). 
PROOF. (see [9, 19, 16]). By (5.8) we have: 
(n) (l-X)i(I+X)' n!P;o,P)(x) = ,L . (- p - n);(1 + IX + i)j - --. 
,+}=n 1 2 2 
(5.9) 
But since (- p - n)i = (- Ir(p + 1 + n - i);, we have: 
(n) (X-I)i(X+IJ' ,L . (l + p +j);(1 + IX + i)j -2- --2-
,+) =n 1 
IP[n]1 (5.10) 
by Lemma (3.2). 
REMARK. As noted by F. Bergeron [2], we also have (by (5.10) and (3.1»; 
(-I)" Pn(o,P) (x) = Tn«x - 1)/2, (x + 1)/2; -n - p, -n - IX). (5.11) 
PROPOSITION II. The following identity is combinatorially true: 
p;o,P) (x) = (- I)" pn(/i,o) ( - x). 
PROOF. Apply Theorem II to (5.7) or use (5.10) or (5.11). 
6. COMBINATORIAL PROOFS OF THE RECURRENCE FORMULAS 
(5.12) 
The object of this section is to prove combinatorially the recurrence formula (3.7) (which 
implies the recurrence formulas for Meixner, Krawtchouk and Meixner-Pollaczek poly-
nomials (Proposition 8» and the three-terms recurrence for Jacobi polynomials. 
Hypergeometric series 
THEOREM III. The following recurrence formula is combinatorially true: 
Tn+l = (ru + sv + n(r + s»Tn - rs(u + v + n - l)nTn_1 
where Tn = IT(r, s; u, v)[n]l. 
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PROOF. Let Ln = I{(A, B, a, r) E T[n] such that IE A}I and Rn = I{A, B, a, r) E T[n] 
such that I E B} I. We have: 
Tn = Ln + Rn for all n. 
Now look at what happens to the point n + I in a T-structure on [n + I]: 
1° case: n + I 'is alone on the left', i.e. n + I E A and a(n + I) = n + 1. 
I{(A, B, a, r) E T[n + 1]ln + I E A, a(n + I) = n + I}I = ruTn. 
2° case: n + I 'is alone on the right', i.e. n + I E Band r(n + I) = n + 1. 
I{(A, B, a, r) E T[n + 1]ln + I E B, r(n + I) = n + I}I = svTn. 
3° case: n + I 'is not alone', i.e. 3i E [n] such that a(i) = n + I or r(i) = n + 1. 
I{(A, B, a, r) E T[n + 1]ln + I is not alone} I = n(rLn + sRn). 
(I) 
Since by replacing i ~ n + I by a single point! (of weight ,.z if it is on the left or S2 
otherwise) we obtain a T-structure on the set {t, 2, ... , i-I, !, i + I, ... , n}. We 
have: 
Tn+l = (ru + sv)Tn + n(rLn + sRn) for all n. (2) 
In order to obtain a third equation, we look at what happens to the point n + 2 in a 
T-structure on [n + 2]: 
I ° case: n + 2 is alone. As before, 
I{(A, B, a, r) E T[n + 2]ln + 2 is alone}1 = (ru + sv)Tn+1 • 
2° case: n + 2 is not alone but! is. 
More precisely, 3i E [n + I] such that a(i) = n + 2 or r(i) = n + 2, and in the 
T-structure on {1, 2, ... , i-I, !, i + I, ... , n + I}, obtained by replacing the arrow 
i ~ n + 2 by a single point i, this point i is alone. The total weight of these T-structures 
on [n + 2] is (n + I)(,.zu + ;'v)Tn. -
3° case: n + 2 and! are not alone. More precisely, 3i E [n + I] such that a(i) = n + 2 or 
r(i) = n + 2, and in the T-structure on {t, 2, ... , i-I,!, i + I, ... ,n + I}, there is 
j E {I, 2, ... , i-I, i + I, ... , n + I} with! as image. There is n + I choice for i, n 
choice for j, and if we replace j ~ i ~ n + 2 by a single point, say ji, we obtain a 
T-structure on n points where ji is either on the left with weight r3 (instead-of r) or on the 
right with weight S3 (instead ofs). 
The total weight of these T-structures on [n + 2] is: 
Tn+2 = (ru + sv)Tn+1 + (n + I)(,.zu + ;v)Tn + (n + l)n(r2 Ln + ; Rn). (3) 
From equations (I) and (2) we obtain: 
n(r - s)Ln 
n(r - s)Rn 
-(ru + s(v + n»Tn + Tn+1, 
(r(u + n) + sv)Tn - Tn+1• 
Substituting these expressions for Ln and Rn in (3), we obtain: 
Tn+2 = (ru + sv + (n + I)(r + S»Tn+l - rs(u + v + n)(n + I)Tn. 
REMARK. One can proceed differently as was first done in [2] for Meixner polynomials 
and in [17] for formula (3.7). By 'pointing' aT-structure (resp. an M-structure) we prove 
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combinatorially the following: 
T' (ruL(r X) + svL(sX» . T, (6.1) 
M' {uL(rX· L(sX»· (rL(sX) + rsX· L(sX)· L(sX» + svL(sX)}· M. (6.2) 
Note that (6.1) and (6.2) follow from (3.5) and (3.6) respectively by using the rules of the 
differential calculus of species and the facts that C' = Land L' = L· L. Taking generating 
series we can then proceed analytically as in the proof of Proposition 3, Section 3. The 
present proof is at the combinatorial structures level rather than at the generating series 
level. 
THEOREM IV. The three-terms recurrence for Jacobi polynomials is: 
2(n + I)(a + P + n + I)(a + P + 2n)P~~~)(x) 
(a + P + 2n + I){(a + P + 2n + 2)(a + P + 2n)x + a2 - P2}P~"'P)(x) 
- 2(a + n)(p + n)(a + p + 2n + 2)P~':~)(x). (6.3) 
Before we prove the theorem, we need two lemmas: 
LEMMA 5. We have 
mn(x; p, c) = n !P~P-I,-x-p-n) (~ - I). (6.4) 
PROOF. By Propositions 7 and 9, both sides are Mn(l/c - 1, 1; -x, p). 
LEMMA 6. The following formula is combinatorially true: 
(I + a + P + 2n)Pn(a·P)(x) = (I + a + P + n)p~"·P+l)(x) + n(a + n)p~,:~+l)(x). 
(6.5) 
PROOF. See [19, formula 4.15]. 
PROOF OF (6.3). In the three-terms recurrence (5.4), for Meixner polynomials, apply 
(6.4) to obtain: 
c(n + 1)P~!II,-x-P-n-l) (~ - 1) = (cP + n(c + 1) + x(c - 1»P~P-l,-x-p-n) 
x (~ - I) - (P + n - I)P~~II,-x-p-n-l) (~ - 1). (6.6) 
Applications of (6.5) to the two right-side terms of (6.6) leads to (6.3) after a painful 
calculation. 
REMARK. We are told that V. Strehl found (in 1985) a beautiful combinatorial proof of 
(6.3) which he mentioned briefly in his talk at the 'Seminaire lotharingien de combinatoire' 
of Bologne (1985). 
7. CONCLUSION 
Most polynomials in R. Askey's chart [I, 14] of hyper geometric orthogonal polynomials 
now have several weakly isomorphic models. Note that everyone of these models has a 
natural q-analogue [4] which will eventually be computed explicitly. 
Using these models, the three-terms recurrence formulas for these families of polynomials 
(see [15] for Hermite, Charlier and Laguerre polynomials) and several other formulas can 
be proved in a purely combinatorial way. 
Hypergeometric series 605 
The combinatorics of the hypergeometric series 2 F" which was considered in Section 4, 
will be extended to ,F" 2 Fo, 3 F2 in [18]. (See also Foata [5] for a combinatorial proof of 
the Pfaff-Saalschiitz formula involving 3F2') This will also be applied to combinatorial 
models for Laguerre, Charlier, Hahn and other polynomials. 
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